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Abstract
In this work we extend an analysis due to Visser of the effective propagation of a
neutral scalar particle on a brane world scenario which is a particular solution of the
five dimensional Einstein-Maxwell equations with cosmological constant having an
electric field pointing in the extra spatial dimension. We determine the dispersion
relations of a charged scalar particle to first order in a perturbative analysis around
those of the neutral particle. Since depending on whether the particle is charged or
not the dispersion relations change, we could collect bulk information, namely the
presence of the electric field, by studying the 4D dynamics of the particles.
1 Introduction
A new picture of extra-dimensions emerged recently [1] based on the Horava-Witten
eleven-dimensional supergravity [2]. In this context, the ordinary matter fields are
not supposed to be defined everywhere but, in contrast, are assumed to be confined
in a submanifold, called brane, embedded in a higher dimensional space. In order to
solve the hierarchy problem, it was suggested by Arkani-Hamed et al [3]that we live
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confined in a three-brane surrounded by n ≥ 2 (flat and compact) extra-dimensions
with a size R as large as the millimeter scale.
Another proposal, even more interesting from the point of view of general rela-
tivity and cosmology, is due to Randall and Sundrum [4]. They consider only one
extra-dimension but take into account the self-gravity of the brane endowed with
a tension σ. The main motivation for exploring cosmology in models with extra-
dimensions is that the new effects might be significant only at very high energies,
e.g. in the very early universe.
Remarkably, Visser discussed an exotic class of five dimensional Kaluza-Klein
models [5] previous to the aforementioned scenarios, in which the internal space is
neither compact nor even of finite volume. Particles are gravitationally trapped near
a four-dimensional submanifold of the higher dimensional spacetime. A particular
scenario was obtained in [5] by solving five dimensional Einstein-Maxwell equations
which contain a bulk cosmological constant and an electric field pointing in the
fifth direction. Moreover, by giving the Klein-Gordon equation for a neutral scalar
particle a Schro¨dinger like form, the problem of obtaining dispersion relations was
translated into a non relativistic eigenvalue problem involving the Rosen-Morse
potential.
In this work we extend the analysis of [5] to the case of charged scalar particles
coupled to the electric field of the scenario. This leads us to four dimensional modi-
fied dispersion relations. Since the electric field is orthogonal to the four dimensional
brane this effect can be interpreted as extra dimensional.
The paper is organized as follows. For the sake of completeness Section 2 gives
the details of Visser scenario and in section 3 the dispersion relations analysis of
Visser for the neutral scalar particle is reproduced. Next, the charged scalar particle
coupled to the electric field of Visser scenario is considered in Section 4. Finally in
section 5 we discuss our results.
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2 Visser brane world
This scenario is a solution of the five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell equations with
cosmological constant
GAB = ΛgAB + TAB (1)
1√−g∂A
(√−gFAB) = 0, (2)
where Λ is the cosmological constant, FAB = ∂AAB − ∂BAA and TAB is the corre-
sponding energy momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field.
Using the following ansatz for the metric and electromagnetic potential [5]
ds2(5) = −e2φ(y)(dt)2 + d~x · d~x+ (dy)2 , (3)
A0 = a(y), A1 = A2 = A3 = A5 = 0 (4)
and taking y as the coordinate of the extra dimension, one gets
eφ = cosh(Ey) , a = sinh(Ey) , (5)
where E fulfills E2 = 2Λ.
Classical test particles follow geodesics corresponding to (3) and (5) given by
t¨+ 2φ′y˙t˙ = 0, (6)
x¨i = 0, (7)
y¨ + φ′e2φt˙2 = 0. (8)
with · = ddλ . Hence, using t = λ − λ0, (6) just says φ is λ independent. In light of
(7)-(8), particles move along straight lines on the brane subspace at y = 0. This is
due to the localizing potential in the extra dimension that appears after expressing
(8) in the form (See Fig.1)
y¨ = − d
dy
V (y) , V (y) =
1
4
cosh(2Ey) . (9)
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Figure 1: The potential V (y) = 14cosh(2Ey) localizes classical test particles on the brane at
y = 0. Units in the graph are such that E = 1.
3 Neutral scalar particle
A neutral scalar particle propagating in the Visser scenario described by (3) and
(5), obeys the Klein-Gordon equation
[−e−2φ∂2tt +
3∑
i=1
∂2ii + φ
′∂2yy]Φ =M
2Φ (10)
with M being the mass of the particle in five spacetime dimensions. A convenient
way of analysis is gained by reducing this equation to an Schro¨dinger like one. Using
Φ = exp[−i(ω − ~k · ~x)]e−φ2 η(y) (11)
yields the eigenvalue equation
Hη :=
[
−1
2
∂2yy +
1
8
E2 −
(
1
2
ω2 − 1
8
E2
)
sech2(Ey)
]
η = ε(0)η (12)
ε(0) = −M
2 + ~k2
2
. (13)
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Such a potential is the well known Rosen-Morse and the corresponding eigenvalue
problem has been solved. The eigenvalues are
ε(0)n = −
1
2
{(
ω −
[
n+
1
2
]
E
)2
−
(
E
2
)2}
. (14)
The corresponding eigenfunctions turn out to be
ηn = Cn (cosh(Ey))
−2σ un (15)
u1n = F (−σ + n,−σ − n, 1
2
; z) , n = 0, 2, . . . (16)
u2n = F (−σ + n+
1
2
,−σ − n+ 1
2
,
3
2
; z) , n = 1, 3, . . . (17)
z = − sinh2(Ey) (18)
where Cn are the normalization constants, F represent the hypergeometric functions
and σ = 12
ω
E − 14 . The normalizability condition requires F to have n an integer. In
light of (12) there will be localization whenever
(
1
2ω
2 − 18E2
)
> 0 namely σ > 0.
Moreover the number of bound states N satisfies N < 2σ, so in order to have at
least one it is required that σ > 12 .
Next it is straightforward to get the dispersion relations. Combining (13) and
(14) leads to
ωn(~k) =
[
n+
1
2
]
E ±
[
m2 + ~k2
]1/2
. (19)
Here m2 =M2 +
(
E
2
)2
could be considered as an effective four dimensional mass.
4 Charged scalar particle
Now we proceed to extend Visser analisis to the case of a charged scalar particle. To
begin with consider the Klein-Gordon equation with coupling to an electromagnetic
field in curved spacetime
1√−g (∂A − ieAA)
[√−ggAB(∂B − ieAB)Φ] =M2Φ (20)
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together with (3)-(5). We obtain
[−e−2φ∂tt +
3∑
i=1
∂ii + φ
′∂yy +K]Φ =M
2Φ (21)
K = −e−2φ(2iea∂t + e2a2) . (22)
Using
Φ = exp[−i(ωt− ~k · ~x)]e−φ2 χ(y) (23)
this is equivalent to the eigenvalue equation
(H +H1)χ = εχ , ε = −
M2 + ~k2
2
(24)
H1 = −e−2φ(eaω +
e2a2
2
) . (25)
with H given by (12).
Notice the potential for the charged scalar particle is that of Rosen-Morse (12)
added to (25). Fig.2 reveals there can be bound states, namely localized particles on
the brane at y = 0, but they can not tunnel into the extra dimension independently
on whether they are neutral or charged.
Lacking an exact solution study of (24) we face the problem of finding dispersion
relations of the charged particle by considering H1 as a perturbation. Thus we have,
to first order,
εn = ε
(0)
n + δεn(e,E, ω) (26)
δεn(e,E, ω) =
∫
∞
−∞
dy η∗nH1ηn . (27)
Combining (24) with (26)-(27) leads to
kn(ω) =
√
ε
(0)
n + δεn (28)
and the subindex n in kn was introduced to indicate that the dispersion relations
are going to be state dependent. Furthermore the corresponding group velocities
6
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Figure 2: The dashed curve represents the Rosen-Morse potential appearing in the neutral
scalar particle propagation. The continuous curve is the potential for the charged scalar particle.
Tunneling into the extra dimension can not occur. We set E = 1, e = 1,M = 1, ω = 1.
can be calculated as
vgn =
1
dkn
dω
. (29)
We present here three states explicitly.
Ground state.
For this state the normalized eigenfunction is
η0 = C0 (coshEy)
−2σ (30)
(C0)
−2 =
1
E
Γ( ωE − 12 )Γ(12)
Γ( ωE )
(31)
Applying (27) to the ground state yields
δε0 = −
e2
2
√
π
2 ωE − 1
Γ( ωE +
1
2)
Γ( ωE + 1)
(32)
with Γ the gamma function. Fig.3 gives the comparison of the correspondent veloc-
ities of the particles, neutral and charged, in the ground state. Also the ratio δε0ε0 is
shown to validate the perturbation theory.
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Figure 3: Ground state. Left: Group velocities of a charged particle (continuous curve) and a
neutral particle (dashed curve). Right: δε0ε0 . We take E = 1, M = 1, e = 1.
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Figure 4: First excited state. Left: The dashed curve gives the group velocity of the neutral
particle whereas the continuous curve is associated with the charged particle. Right: δε1ε1 . We
use E = 1, M = 1, e = 1.
First excited state.
In this case the wave function is
η1 = iC1 sinh(Ey)(cosh(Ey))
−2σ (33)
(C1)
−2 =
√
π
E
(
3− 2ω
E
)
−1 Γ( ωE − 12)
Γ( ωE )
(34)
The corresponding contribution to the dispersion relations is
δε1 = −
e2
2
3
√
π
(2 ωE + 1)(2
ω
E − 1)
Γ( ωE +
1
2)
Γ( ωE + 1)
. (35)
The results are contained in Fig.4
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Figure 5: Third excited state. Left: The dashed curve provides the velocity for the neutral
particle while the continuous curve gives that of the charged particle. Right: δε3ε3 .We use E = 1,
M = 1, e = 1.
Third excited state.
Now the state is given by
η3 = iC3senh(Ey)[cosh(Ey)]
−2σ
+
iC3
2
(2κ− 1)[senh(Ey)]2[cosh(Ey)]−2σ−2κ−3
(C3)
−2 =
√
π
(3− 2ω)E
Γ(ω − 12)
Γ(12)
− 3
32
(2κ− 1)2
(2κ+ 1)(κ + 1)
Γ(2κ+ 3)
2κ+ 72
κ =
1
2
√
(ω − 7
2
)− 1
2
.
(36)
Now the correction to first order to the dispersion relations becomes
δε3(ω) = −3e
2
2
√
π
(3− 2ω)(2ω − 1)
Γ(ω + 12)
Γ(ω + 1)
−15e
2
8
(2κ− 1)2
√
π
(4κ+ 2)(4κ + 4)(4κ + 6)
Γ(2κ+ 4)
Γ(2κ+ 92)
3
√
πeω
(2κ − 1)
(ω + 2κ + 12 )(ω + 2κ+
5
2)
Γ(ω2 + κ+
9
4 )
Γ(ω + κ+ 11)
. (37)
The comparison between the neutral and charged particles regarding group ve-
locity appear in Fig.5
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5 Discussion
In this work we have studied the propagation of a charged scalar particle propagating
in the brane world model of Visser. This is an extension of [5] developed for a
neutral scalar particle. Thus, in our case the particle is additionally coupled to the
electric field pointing in the extra dimension that plays the role of source in the
hyperdimensional scenario.
The dynamics of the charged particle given by the Klein-Gordon equation was
effectively reduced to a Schro¨dinger type of equation. The associated potential,
Fig.2, allow for bound states localized on the brane subspace located at y = 0
but inhibits any tunneling into the extra dimension. It does not exclude though
the situation corresponding to a particle propagating in the bulk that happens to
cross the brane subspace at y = 0. Lacking an exact solution of the correspondent
eigenvalue problem we used a first order perturbative approximation that accounts
for the charge of the particle in the effective potential with respect to the one of the
neutral particle.
We have calculated the dispersion relations and group velocities (Eqs. (28),
(29) and (32), (35), (37)) associated to the ground, first and third excited states.
Although we could calculate them for any eigenstate we did not recognize any
regular pattern to present them in a simple way. On the other hand the similarity
of the results for the second excited state with those of the first led us to present
here instead the third excited state.
The complicated form of the first order corrected dispersion relations indicates
a 4D Lorentz invariance violation, as opposed to the case of a neutral scalar par-
ticle propagating in the same scenario [5]. However, it is not clear whether a non
perturbative analysis might change this result [6].
It is worth stressing that while the electric field in the Visser scenario points in
the extra dimension it should affect a charged particle even though it moves con-
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strained to four dimensions. Thus the charged particle we observe in four dimensions
carry an imprint of the hyperdimensional scenario.
It would be interesting to study the behavior of charged spin different from zero
particles in Visser scenario and compare the results including the present ones with
the current literature [6].
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